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REASONS
to Outsource

Reduce staff costs and
business overheads
Imagine, never having to organise cover for staff holidays, sickness or
maternity leave. Yet continuity of service guaranteed, always of the
same high quality.
Think of your cost savings year on year when there are no salaries,
overtime, pensions or associated staff overheads to pay. Outsourcing
enables you to save on your end-of -year accounts costs too.
It really pays to look at this option for your business.
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More time to refocus
on your business
You’ll find lots more time freed up to work on your business, when
you have an outsourced team managing your daily book keeping,
accountancy and management reporting.
You can refocus on all those other important business tasks,
such as new product and service developments, networking and
customer retention.
You’ll free up office space too, since our team can be based here
at our own HQ in Ipswich.
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Guaranteed
confidentiality
and security
Keep at the leading edge of accounting developments. File and
retrieve financial records easily while on the move, and in any
location with an internet connection.
Using our secure cloud-based services you’ll have direct access to
all your files online and your records remain completely confidential.
It reduces the security risks of commercially sensitive information
being “leaked” or seen by unauthorised people.
Robust IT support and back-up procedures are provided to protect
all your data.
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Prevent fraud and
reduce business risks
With more than 30 years in business, you’ll find our qualified
accountants have all the know-how to handle everything about
your accounts, even the most complex issues.
Outsourcing prevents business risks such as internal fraud or
employee error. It also reduces the chances of non-compliance
and penalties for late filing; we have rigorous processes and
checks in place.
BG Outsourcing commits to ensuring everything is completed
accurately and in the time-scale agreed.
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Gain access to our
accounting, tax & financial
management experts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bookkeeping and Data Entry
Financial Back-Office Administration
Nominal Ledger Controls and Reconciliations
Management Accounts, monthly/quarterly/bi-annual
Budget and Variance Reporting
Purchase Ledger and Supplier Payments
Sales Ledger and Credit Control
Payroll & Auto Enrolment
VAT, CIS and Statutory Returns
Cloud Accounting and MTD Specialists
Management Information Systems and Internal Audit
Accounting for Managed Properties and Rentals
Personal record keeping for individuals
Business advice to Finance Controller level
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Thinking of business
expansion? We’ll help
your business to grow.
•
•
•
•
•

Lenders trust our timely, accurate and reliable information
Efficient record keeping and management reporting
Tailored support and expertise to suit your business
Clear communication and access to easy “cloud” accounting systems
All reporting/ compliance paperwork taken care of
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Enjoy peace of mind
Business growth happens when you’re on top of your
numbers. We’d love to look after yours.
To find out how Management Accounting and Financial
Outsourcing can help your business numbers to grow, call us
on +44 (0) 147 365 9777 or email info@beatons.co.uk
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